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Abstract
In this paper, the effect of limiter biasing on the plasma parameters as floating potential, ion and electron
saturation currents, plasma potential and electron temperature has been investigated. The measurements
have been done by the Langmuir-ball pen probe in IR-T1 plasma edge. For this purpose, this probe has
been constructed and installed on IR-T1. In this work, the biased limiter voltages are V=+200V, V=0 and
V=-200V. The results show that ion and electron saturation currents have decreased when the collector
retracts inside the tube. The negative biased voltage has reduced the ion and electron saturation currents
I
while the positive voltage has increased them. The ratio R    is very close to one at a certain
I
collector position. The results show that this position changes with the applying limiter biasing. The
results show that the ratio R is very close to one at h=-1.1mm, h=-0.7mm and h=-0.6mm for
Vbiasing=+200V, Vbiasing=0 and Vbiasing=-200V, respectively. In this collector position, the plasma potential
that is close to floating potential is about 54V, 45V and 39V for Vbiasing=+200V, Vbiasing=0 and Vbiasing=200V respectively, in plasma edge. The biased limiter with Vbiasing=+200V causes to the increase of
plasma potential (>20%) and electron temperature (>30%) in plasma edge. But the plasma potential and
electron temperature decrease (<15%) and (>40%) due to applying the negative biased voltage (Vbiasing=200V).
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1.

quantity R expresses the ratio of electron
and ion saturation current, respectively. If
R=1, the floating potential is equal to plasma
potential. This is the basic idea of the direct
plasma potential measurement (emissive
probe, Ball-pen probe, baffled probe). The
Ball-Pen Probe (BPP) has been recently
developed by Adamek et al. in the Institute
of Plasma Physics in ASCR [2, 5] and used
on different fusion devices (ASDEX
Upgrade, COMPASS, ISTTOK) [6-10]. It is
based on the Katsumata probe concept [11].
The Ball-Pen probe consists of a movable
metallic collector placed inside an insulating

Introduction

The relation between the floating potential
Vfl of a Langmuir probe and the plasma
potential Vp in the case of a conventional
Maxwellian plasma is well known from
simple probe theory: [1-5]
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The quantities kB, e and Te represent the
Boltzmann constant, the elementary charge
and electron temperature, respectively. The
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Alumina (Al2O3). The Langmuir probe-ring
that has been attached around the Al2O3 tube
has been made of tungsten. The similar
design has been used on tokamak CASTOR
in 2005 [12]. Regarding to the IR-T1 plasma
properties, we have constructed and installed
Langmuir-Ball Pen Probe on IR-T1. For
investigation of ring-probe surface effect in
future works, we installed two Langmuir
ring-probes with different radius. The radii
of Langmuir ring-probes are about 5mm
(No. 1) and 8mm (No. 2) (See Fig.1). In this
work, the ball-pen collector and the
Langmuir ring-probe that has been attached
around the tube (with radius of 5mm
(No.1)),
have
been
floated.
The
measurements have been done in IR-T1
plasma edge. Tokamak limiter biasing has
been very successful in improving the global
plasma energy and particle confinement
parameters and edge plasma rotation by
setting up a radial electric field at the plasma
edge. The biased limiter drives a radial
current between itself and the vacuum vessel
and the resulting force originates sheared
flows, which have a suppressing effect on
turbulence and related transport. Limiter
biasing experiments have been performed on
IR-T1 in order to control the edge radial
electric field and investigate its impact on
gross global particle confinement [13-15]. A
schematic illustration of limiter biasing is
presented in Fig. 2. The limiter was set on a
fixed position during the following
experiments. In this work, effect positive
and negative biased voltages (V=+200v and
V=-200v) has been investigated.

tube. The ratio R, using the Ball-Pen probe,
can be adjusted to one. The probe is
designed so that the ratio R can be modified
by changing the collecting areas for
electrons and ions, taking advantage of the
fact that the Larmor radii of electrons and
ions are strongly different [2-5]. When R=1,
floating potential is equaled with plasma
potential. Langmuir-Ball Pen Probe is a
combined probe. It contains a Ball-Pen
probe (for the direct measurement of plasma
potential) and a Langmuir probe-ring. The
Langmuir probe-ring has been attached
around the tube [12]. So it contacts with the
plasma. Therefore, it can measure the
floating potential. Regarding to Eq. (1),
electron temperature can be calculated. This
paper is organized as follows. A description
of the IR-T1 and the experimental set-up is
presented in Sec. 2. The results and
discussion are presented in Sec. 3 and
conclusions are given in Sec. 4.
2.

Experimental Set-up

IR-T1 is a small research Tokamak located
at the Plasma Physics Research Center
(PPRC). This Tokamak is an air core
Tokamak without a copper shell. It has a
major radius of R = 45 cm and a minor
radius a = 12.5 cm, the plasma current Ip =
20−30 kA, the toroidal magnetic field Bt =
0.7−0.8 T, the average electron density n =
(0.3−1.5)×1019 m-3. This device consists of
a vacuum vessel with circular cross-section
that was made from a stainless steel welding
structure with two toroidal breaks and a
minor radius b = 15 cm. The probe consists
of a conically shaped collector, which is
shielded by an insulating tube made of
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discharge (Wang et al. 1995). In all
experiments, the biasing has been applied
from 15 ms and is continued to the end of
shot. The effect of biased limiter on the time
evolution of the plasma current has been
illustrated in Fig. 3. The results show that
the plasma current has increased (about
10%) with applying positive biased voltage
Vbiasing=+200v while it has decreased (about
15%) after applying negative biased voltage
Vbiasing=-200v.

Fig.1. The photos of the constructed Langmuir-Ball
Pen Probe on IR-T1 Tokamak.

Fig.2. Typical schematic of the limiter biasing set-up
on IR-T1.

3.

Result and Discussion

In IR-T1, the biased voltage is applied after
the tokamak plasma has reached the
equilibrium, because it was reported that if
the biased voltage is applied before or at the
same time as the startup phase (most often,
the plasma disrupts after a few tens of
milliseconds and before equilibrium is
established). The radial Electric Field
produced by biasing is therefore believed to
disturb the start-up condition of the
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Fig. 3. Time evolution of the plasma current without
biasing and (a) positive biased voltage (Vbias = +200
V) and (b) negative biased voltage (Vbias = −200 V).
The biasing has been applied at t = 15 ms until the
end of the shot.
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is very close to electron saturation current
but not equal as seen in Fig. 5 for position
h=-0.7mm. So the ratio R is very close to
one (ln(R) attains a minimum (ln(R) = 0.17)
when h=-0.7mm) and therefore floating
potential Vfl is very close to plasma potential
Vp. For the investigation of influence of
biased limiter on plasma potential, the
dependence of ln(R) on the collector
position has been investigated for different
voltages (Vbiasing=+200V and Vbiasing=-200V)
in Fig. 6. The results show that ln(R) attains
a minimum in different collector positions
after the applying biased limiter. As can be
seen from Fig. 6, the ratio R is very close to
one at collector positions h=-1.1mm, h=0.7mm and h=-0.6mm for Vbiasing=+200V,
Vbiasing=0V and Vbiasing=-200V, respectively.
The effect of limiter biasing on floating
potential of IR-T1 edge plasma for different
collector positions has been illustrated in
Fig. 7.
Fig. 4. Dependence of (a) Ion and (b) electron
saturation current on the collector position in the IRT1 plasma edge for Vbiasing = +200V, Vbiasing = 0V and
Vbiasing = -200 V.

Dependence of ion and electron saturation
current on the collector position for different
voltages (Vbiasing=+200V, Vbiasing=0V and
Vbiasing=-200 V) has been displayed in Fig. 4.
Measurements have been done in plasma
edge (r/a=0.9). Decrease of electron
saturation current is steeper than in case of
ion saturation current because the electrons
have smaller Larmor radius compare to the
ions. The positive biased voltage
Vbiasing=+200V increases ion and electron
saturation currents while negative biased
voltage Vbiasing=-200V decreases them.
Results show that the ion saturation current
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Fig. 5. The comparison of the ion and electron
saturation currents in different collector positions.
The measurements has been done in IR-T1 plasma
edge for Vbiasing = 0V.
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The floating potential has increased with
applying positive biased voltage (Vbiasing =
+200V) while it has decreased after applying
negative biased voltage (Vbiasing = -200V).
For each voltage, floating potential increases
when the collector retracts into tube.
Floating potential is very close to plasma
potential for collector positions h=-1.1mm,
h=-0.7mm
and
h=-0.6mm
for
Vbiasing=+200V, Vbiasing=0V and Vbiasing=200V, respectively. We can see from Fig. 7
that IR-T1 edge plasma potential is about
54V, 45V and 39V for Vbiasing=+200V,
Vbiasing=0V and Vbiasing=-200V. The time
evolution of IR-T1 edge plasma potential for
different voltages has been shown in Fig.8.
Temporal evolution of measured floating
potential by Ball-Pen Probe (h=-0.7mm) and
Langmuir probe-ring (No.1) has been
represented in Fig. 9. The measurements
have been done in plasma edge without
applying bias (Vbiasing = 0V). Indeed the
temporal evolution of measured floating
potential by Ball-Pen Probe in h=-0.7mm
(black line) is nearly the same as temporal
evolution of plasma potential. Regarding to
the Eq. (1), electron temperature is
calculated from difference of plasma
potential and floating potential. The time
evolution of electron temperature of plasma
edge has been illustrated in Fig. 10.
Moreover, the effect of limiter biasing on
electron temperature can be seen in this
figure. The results show that the electron
temperature of edge plasma increases from
14eV to 19eV after applying biased voltage
Vbiasing=+200V. While the applying negative
biased voltage (Vbiasing=-200V) reduces it.
This reduction is about 8eV.
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Fig. 6. Dependence of
on collector
position for Vbiasing = +200V, Vbiasing = 0V and
Vbiasing= -200 V in IR-T1 plasma edge.

Fig. 7. Dependence of floating potential on collector
position for Vbiasing = +200V, Vbiasing = 0V and
Vbiasing= +200 V in IR-T1 plasma edge.

Fig. 8. Time evolution of the IR-T1 edge plasma
potential for Vbiasing = +200V, Vbiasing = 0V and
Vbiasing= -200 V. The biasing has been applied at t =
15ms until the end of the shot.
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4.

Conclusion

In general, Langmuir probe has two weak
points: Measurement of the ion temperature
and plasma potential. Spectroscopy can
measure the ion temperature but the
measuring is global. The best presented
method of the plasma potential measuring is
Ball-Pen probe. The Ball-Pen probe was
already used in many fusion devices
(CASTOR, AUG, ISTTOK, COMPASS),
but regarding to the IR-T1 plasma
properties, this probe has been designed and
constructed for first time in this Tokamak. In
this paper, the effect of limiter biasing on the
plasma parameters as floating potential, ion
and electron saturation currents, plasma
potential and electron temperature has been
investigated. The measurements have been
done by the Langmuir-ball pen probe in IRT1 plasma edge. For this purpose, this probe
has been constructed and installed on IR-T1.
In this work, the biased limiter voltages are
V=+200V, V=0 and V=-200V. The results
show that ion and electron saturation
currents have decreased when the collector
retracts inside the tube. The negative biased
voltage has reduced the ion and electron
saturation currents while the positive voltage
has increased them. The ratio

Fig. 9. Time evolution of the measured floating
potential by the Ball-pen probe (h=-0.7mm) and
Langmuir probe-ring. The measurements has been
done in IR-T1 plasma edge for Vbiasing = 0V.

is

very close to one at a certain collector
position. The results show that this position
changes with the applying limiter biasing.
The results show that the ratio R is very
close to one at h=-1.1mm, h=-0.7mm and
h=-0.6mm for Vbiasing=+200V, Vbiasing=0 and
Vbiasing=-200V, respectively. In this collector
position, the plasma potential that is close to
floating potential is about 54V, 45V and
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39V for Vbiasing=+200V, Vbiasing=0 and
Vbiasing=-200V respectively, in plasma edge.
The biased limiter with Vbiasing=+200V
causes to the increase of plasma potential
(>20%) and electron temperature (>30%) in
plasma edge. But the plasma potential and
electron temperature decrease (<15%) and
(>40%) due to applying the negative biased
voltage (Vbiasing=-200V).

Fig. 10. Time evolution of the IR-T1 electron
temperature in plasma edge for Vbiasing = +200V,
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Vbiasing = 0V and Vbiasing = -200V. The biasing has
been applied at t = 15 ms until the end of the shot.
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The investigation of effect of Resonant
Helical magnetic Field (RHF) on the
measured parameters by Langmuir-Ball Pen
probe will done in the later works.
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